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ABSTRACT 

As part of Argonne National Laboratory's Fuel 
Conditioning Facility (FCF), a computer-based Mass-
Tracking (MTG) System has been developed. The MTG 
System collects, stores, retrieves and processes data on all 
operations which directly affect the flow of process material 
through FCF and supports such activities as process 
modeling, compliance with operating limits (e.g., criticality 
safety), material control and accountability and operational 
information services. Its architecture is client/server, with 
input and output connections to operator's equipment-
control stations on the floor of FCF as well as to dumb 
terminals and terminal emulators. Its heterogeneous data
base includes a relational-database manager as well as both 
binary and ASCII data files. The design of the database, 
and the software that supports it, is based on a model of 
discrete accountable items distributed in space and time and 
constitutes a complete historical record of the material pro
cessed in FCF. Although still under development, much of 
the MTG System has been qualified and is in production 
use. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since 1964, Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) has 
been operating a liquid-metal-cooled experimental reactor, 
EBR-II, at its Idaho site. The present design of a typical 
driver fuel subassembly consists of 61 fuel elements, each 
element being made up of a metal-alloy fuel pin inside of a 
stainless-steel jacket (clad) with a sodium thermal bond 
between the clad and fuel. A limited number of the 
irradiated subassemblies will be used to demonstrate the 
electrometallurgical treatment process in FCF. 

The basic steps in the process are: 

(1) Element Chopper. The fuel elements will be chopped 
into small (1/4" inch) segments. Fuel-element 
structural material will be removed as a separate waste 
stream. 

(2) Electrorefiner. The remaining heavy metal in the 
chopped segments will be separated from most of the 
fission products and the sodium bond by means of an 
electrorefining process which produces heavy-metal 
deposits on a cathode. 

(3) Cathode Processor. The cathode is distilled to yield 
ingots and distillate (largely salt from the 
Electrorefiner). 

(4) Casting Furnace. Small samples for chemistry analysis 
are taken from castings from the ingots. 

All operations are conducted inside a hot cell 
containing an Argon atmosphere. Most process equipment 
are operated by Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs). 
The PLCs are, in turn, controlled by operators working 
through Operator Control Stations (OCSs), which are 486-
based PCs running control system software. Manual opera
tions are performed using manipulators controlled from 
outside the cell. At frequent stages in the process, weights 
are measured by means of balances controlled by the Mass 
Tracking computer through the OCSs. 

II. FUNCTIONS 

The primary function of the MTG System is to track, in 
as near-real-time as possible, the quantity and location of 
materials inside FCF. It supports Materials Control and 



Accountability (MG&A) Activities1 as weli as provides data1 

dnd information to assist FCF operations personnel in 
process control and in complying with facility operating 
limits (e.g. criticality safety). 

For purposes of criticality safety, the FCF is divided \ 
into zones with limits on the aih^Sm^aM1^pToFmaterial~"P 
allowed within each zone. Control of transfers of process 1 
material, either between zones in the cell or between j 
Containers, follow procedures that normally Sequire-weight~f~. 
measurements and proper authorization. ltontainers--of--t— 
process material are weighed in zone-to-zone traTtrsfers™as"~*~ 
part of the identification process and i n ; c o f f i S P ^ " ~ r 
container transfers to establish the mass and composition of ; 

hew, accountable items. The MTG System collects, checks j 
ind reports data entered through the OCS and measured j 
weights at all stages of the transfers. 

t 0 - te; SOFTWARE^ ARCHrT^CTtJEEes at left and right. 

! The MTG System runs on one or more Sun SPARC 
j workstations under a conventional, vendor-supplied UNIX 

r—foperating-system. 

I The"MrG"Sysfem~ls made up of a number of different 
i types of programs: 

-^—LdX-Servers. The MTG System Servers are programs 
_:—L.—-whieh-manage communications between other software 
~f~~":—™irrthe~system and between OCSs and the MTG System. 
. _ , ~TTie~Servers are running at all times, although most of 

the time they are simply looking for work to do. 

! (2) Tasks. MTG System Tasks are the pieces of software 
that do the work of (a) reading and checking input data 

] A variety of criticality safety rules apply to FCF j '-
operations. There are rules on the overall amounts of j j 
fissionable material that may be present in a zone or a ! 
particular type of container. There are rules governing the ] j 
number and type of containers that can be present in a zone. ; 
Both kinds of rules may be operation dependent; for ', 
example, the rules may change for each of the several stages \ 
6f a casting operation. Finally, there are rules governing the j 
number of simultaneous transfers mat may occur within a j 
single zone. The MTG System assists operations by i 
applying these rules for proposed transfers and returning j 
information to the OCSs to support operations review and | 
approval of the transfer. However, the MTG System does ' 
not grant approval; that function is performed by operations j 
personnel and includes any independent verification re- : 
quirements. 

As material is processed through the FCF equipment, ; 
its form, composition, and location change. Also, the j 
material produced may have to be moved to a new location \ 
before weight measurement^br^analytical chemistry are j 
available. For these operations, the MTG System tasks 
provide modelling to establish the new masses and 
compositions (using conservative assumptions where 
criticality safety is concerned). As measurements are taken, 
these modeled compositions and masses are replaced by 
better known numbers. 

When analytical chemistry results are available, and if 
the composition of the material from which the sample was 
taken is modified, the MTG System is able to "replay" 
subsequent operations to propagate the new compositions 
up to the current time. 

1 . from the OCSs. other tasks or terminal sessions, (ty 
j performing the modeling calculations, (c) storing and 
j retrieving data to/from the database and other files, and 

(d) passing information back to operations personnel at 
| the OCSs or terminal sessions or via printed reports. 

1(3) Terminal SessiorisP ̂ mongtf mllsTorthe input to the 
MTG^ System'ebmig^im OCSs, some data entry is 
done'fromASGII;termmal sessions. Going on-line,"but 
still under, dsvelopmgn| Js. aa additional user interface 

j s u p p o r t e ^ ^ ^ W ^ e j ^ r ^ d ^ p w g e x S j g , 

• - • F .City, state,,zio . . . - , „ -, 
Figure Lshows a schematic diagram of the flow of 

\ informatifan betweM the various' components of the MTG 
i System. H - F i r 3 t ! i n e ° f P a D e r 

On the right are the three types of interfaces between 
users (represented by circles) and the MTG System. 
Although the three mechanisms are entirely different from) 

; the users' perspective, they all communicate with the rest 6fj 
'the MTG System in the same manner; all write-; 
i communications files which'arWen? to the Communications; 
Server. Communications between the OCS and the MTGl 

' System computers is managed by the TCP/IP FTP protocol;: 
communications between terminal sessions and the MTGj 
System is managed by ordinary UNIX file copy. | 

| 
The Communications Server identifies the nature of the! 

communication file from the file's header record andl 
commands the Task Server (by TCP/IP UDP messages) toj 
start the appropriate Task. Any data needed by the Servers j 
(e.g., names of executables) are contained in ASCII data] 
files, permitting the addition and replacement of executables j 
during operations and without the need of relinking code, j 
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Figure 1. The flow of information in the MTG System. 
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! Because of the nature of the communications, it is a 
straightforward matter to run all of the software in a 
simulation mode in addition to the normal, real-time mode. 
One starts a private set of servers running and supplies a 
succession of communications files to be processed. 
Besides simulation, this approach is also used in software 
development, debugging and verification situations. 
, COLUMN 1 

The architecture of the system permits several Tasks to 
be running simultaneously, and in principle on a distributed 
set of computers. In practice, the CPU load and frequency 
of interactions is not so great that the system requires more 
than a single host. 

The MTG Tasks are the only pieces of software that 
write into the database. This convention is followed to 
facilitate input error checking, event logging and back
up/recovery procedures. There is no direct access to the 
database during routine operations; interactive database 
sessions are only used occasionally, and then only to repair 
the database when errors are detected. 

: G. Telephone number 
1 In additiotffo tr£%suk? Sightly file backup procedures,! 
database recovery aids have been programmed into thej 

j MTG Tasks themselves. In particular, all files written by; 
| Tasks and all database commands which modify the: 
1 database are copied immediately to a secondary computer.j 

The OCS's use a commercial process control and data] 
| acquisition software cafiedPara^n^SO from Intec Controls! 
| Inc. Communication with the MTG is initiated either by an! 
\ operator action or by an event in the OCS logic. OCSj 
ASCII communication files are a combination of operator; 
entry, PLC derived data and/or data derived from remotej 

; balances. These communication files are written to a central; 
file server where the MTG communication server software! 
reads them and initiates the appropriate MTG task. In turn, 

(the OCS periodically scans the file server for a response 
I sent by the MTG communications server. The communica-
: tions server also provides interim status message files fori 
' the OCS to display to the operator to indicate "message; 
received", "requested task initiated", or an appropriate errorj 
message. : 
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At present, the source code for the MTG System totals 
more than 160,000 lines. Most of it is written in Fortran; 
some of the utility functions are written in C. 

IV. DATABASE DESIGN 

The discrete nature of the processes in FCF leads 
naturally to discrete modeling of the accountable items in 
the Facility, and the accounting system fits naturally into a 
database format. 

The data accumulated during operations are maintained 
in a number of forms. 

2. Files defining the composition of items being tracked 
are written as standard, IEEE-format binary datasets. 
These data are not maintained by the RDMS because of 
their volume (they include a considerable volume of 
data on fission product inventories) and because they 
are always read and written sequentially; only the 
names of the files are contained in the relational 
database. In Figure 2, these files are represented by the 
two "ISOZ"s; the names of the ISOZ file defining the 
composition of an item is a column in the Item Table. 
The structure of the ISOZ file accommodates the 
definition of one-dimensional distributions of masses, 
such as is the case for fuel elements. 

1. A set of relational-database tables, managed by an 
Oracle Relational Database Management System 
(RDMS), contains basic information on every 
accountable item that is, or ever has been, in FCF. 
These database tables also contain all weight data taken 
during operations and during the calibration and 
checking of the balances. Figure 2 is a schematic of the 
database, showing most of the specific tables and their 
relational keys. 

3. Other historical data on the details of all batch 
operations are stored in ASCII files. These files 
include sufficient detail to permit the "replay" of each 
batch operation. The ASCII format is used to make the 
files readable with ordinary editors and portable to 
other, arbitrary computer systems. In Figure 2 these 
files are represented by the "BAT" files; the names of 
the files are derivable from the process-batch ID as
signed to operations of the major pieces of equipment. 

Instrument Table 

mesid, mestyp, modtyp 
barlar, serial, ti1,ti2 

mesid Calibration Table 

mesid, timcal 

Instrument Table 

mesid, mestyp, modtyp 
barlar, serial, ti1,ti2 

Calibration Table 

mesid, timcal 

Instrument Table 

mesid, mestyp, modtyp 
barlar, serial, ti1,ti2 

Calibration Table 

mesid, timcal 

(isoz ) 

Instrument Table 

mesid, mestyp, modtyp 
barlar, serial, ti1,ti2 

Calibration Table 

mesid, timcal 

(isoz ) 

(isoz ) 
mesid 

mesid 
Lincheck Table 

mesid, certwt, measwt, 
timlin, oprid 

Item Table 

He mid, barcod, t1 . t2 
form, type, isozt, isozm 
busyl, btisy2, wttheo 
wtfi, wtpu, wtm, heatrt 
neuts, pieces 

itemid 

Weight Table 

itemid, ttmwt, timtar 
battar, mesid, wt 
scantd, oprid, vend 
sigwt 

mesid 
Lincheck Table 

mesid, certwt, measwt, 
timlin, oprid 

Item Table 

He mid, barcod, t1 . t2 
form, type, isozt, isozm 
busyl, btisy2, wttheo 
wtfi, wtpu, wtm, heatrt 
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itemid 

Weight Table 

itemid, ttmwt, timtar 
battar, mesid, wt 
scantd, oprid, vend 
sigwt 

Lincheck Table 

mesid, certwt, measwt, 
timlin, oprid 

Contran Table 

trantd. iranlp, srcid 
dstid, phase, timer 
etc. 

time 

Item Table 
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busyl, btisy2, wttheo 
wtfi, wtpu, wtm, heatrt 
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itemid 
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itemid, ttmwt, timtar 
battar, mesid, wt 
scantd, oprid, vend 
sigwt 
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mesid, certwt, measwt, 
timlin, oprid 

Contran Table 
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dstid, phase, timer 
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time 
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time 
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battar, mesid, wt 
scantd, oprid, vend 
sigwt 
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time 
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form, type, isozt, isozm 
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battar, mesid, wt 
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Contran Table 

trantd. iranlp, srcid 
dstid, phase, timer 
etc. itemid ilemid itemid ilemid 

Transfer Table 

tranid, transt, itemid 
dest. phase, timer, 
opridr, etc. 

time, item id 
Location Table 

itemid, locat 
tz1,tz2 
batch, spmid, atrisk 

Container Table 

itemid, trtimw, ttmtrr, 
timctr 

Transfer Table 

tranid, transt, itemid 
dest. phase, timer, 
opridr, etc. 

Location Table 

itemid, locat 
tz1,tz2 
batch, spmid, atrisk 

Container Table 

itemid, trtimw, ttmtrr, 
timctr 

batch 

(BAT file ) ] 

batch 

(SAT f i l e ) Batchop Tabie 

batch, optnkl, (time, 
ctime, jseq, tuniq 
bfiie. Ifjle 

rtemid 
Sample Tabie 

itemid, sampid, parent, 
opname, batch, optnid, 
descrb, par_death 

FLOW193 

Batchop Tabie 

batch, optnkl, (time, 
ctime, jseq, tuniq 
bfiie. Ifjle 

Sample Tabie 

itemid, sampid, parent, 
opname, batch, optnid, 
descrb, par_death 

FLOW193 

Figure 2. The relational database structure that supports the basic tracking of containers and material by the MTG System. The Item and 
Location Tables define the composition, location and nature of containers as well as process material. The Contran and Transfer 
Tables log all container-to-container and zone-to-zone transfers. The Weight, Instrument, Container, Calibration and Lincheck Tables 
are mostly devoted to weight measurements taken during operations. Other database tables (most of them not shown) support the 
tracking of samples, sample analyses, waste and database revisions. 



The convention followed in designing the relational 
database tables was, with few exceptions, to always add (not 
modify,! entries as events take place. 

Unique timestamps assigned by the Task Server are 
used to logically connect generations of accountable items. 
Timestamps in the Item Table define creation and termina
tion times of accountable items. Timestamps in the 
Location Table define the arrival and departure times of 
items in specific locations within FCF. Those locations may 
be containers or work zones; much of the process material 
in FCF exists and travels in a hierarchy of containers, one 
container nested in another. 

When a new entry for a mass of process material is 
created in the Item or Location Table, its creation time is 
identical to the termination time of its predecessor, thus 
establishing the parent-child connection in the database. 

Process material, containers, equipment and even work 
zones within FCF are treated similarly as items in the 
database. In the same way that they are used to associate 
parent and child items, the timestamps are used to establish 
a space-time map of the contents of the Facility. 

Figure 3 shows such a map for a small group of 
operations comprising a Cathode Processor batch run earlier 
this year. Each of the 3-line groups represents a mass of 
process material in a particular container. 

Revisions of item compositions may become necessary 
for a variety of reasons: the results of chemical analyses 
may become available, software or database errors may be 
detected or better modeling parameters may become 
available. The MTG System includes a "replay" feature 
which automatically revises all of the compositions down
stream from a particular starting point by following the map 
(see the example in Figure 3) . 

One MTG System Task determines the list of events to 
be replayed and invokes the appropriate Tasks in the proper 
order. An invoked Task, which recognizes that it is being 
run in a replay mode, (1) performs the same calculations 
that were performed in real time, (2) writes a new set of 
output ISOZ file(s) to modify the item compositions, (3) 
replaces the names of the ISOZ files in the database, and (4) 
updates the few masses that are carried in the database it
self. No other entries in the database are altered. For 
MC&A, a report is generated that summarizes any changes 
in nuclear material inventory as a result of the replay. 

02/21/96 15:02 02/26/96 08:53 02/27/96 13:46 03/01/96 14:13 03/01/96 15:21 currently 

SPC003 96C221150213B 
Cathode 
cct, CPSX03A 

960226085321PCB 
CPIngots 
ercp, CPEX03A 

-960301141300A 
CPIngots 
cct, CPEX03A 

terminated SPC003 96C221150213B 
Cathode 
cct, CPSX03A 

960226085321PCB 
CPIngots 
ercp, CPEX03A 

-960301141300A 
CPIngots 
cct, CPEX03A 

terminated 

SRC001 960226085321RCA 
Condensate 
ercp, CPEX03A 

terminated 

SRCT05 960227134631B 
Condensate 
cct, CPEX03A 

open SRCT05 960227134631B 
Condensate 
cct, CPEX03A 

open 

LWC003 960301141300B 
CPIngots 
cct, CPEX03A 

open LWC003 960301141300B 
CPIngots 
cct, CPEX03A 

open 

LWCT01 9603011521563 
CPIngots 
cct, CPEX03A 

cper. 

Figure 3. An illustration of the flow of material as logged into the MTG System database for a few operations associated with 
the distillation in the Cathode Processor of an Electrorefiner cathode deposit. Each column represents an operation: 
"cct" stands for container-to-container transfer and "ercp" indicates a Cathode Processor run. Each column 
represents a container in which process material resides. The cathode to be processed was placed in a crucible 
(SPC003) on 2/21. The distillation process on the morning of 2/26 separates material into metal, which remains 
in the crucible, and condensate, which is collected in a receiver crucible (SRC001). Subsequent operations 
represented in the last three columns transfer the metal and condensate into three storage containers. 



V. OPERATOR INTERACTIONS VI. MODELING 

Real-time interactions with operators are largely used 
to record weights and log events. When a weight 
measurement is taken by an operator, it is recorded in the 
database automatically; the balances used in FCF communi
cate directly with the OCSs, which, itfturnrcbmmuhicate " 
with the MTG System. Events (e.g. the several stages of 
transfers between zones or between containers) are logged 
in by operators at the same OCS that they are using to take. _ 
weight measurements and to control process equipment. -— 

For reasons of both process control and MC&A, all 
operations conclude with a "closeout" procedure to 
determine that all material is accounted for properly. Also, 
compositions of new items are established and approvals are 
collected. These closeouts are performed from the OCSs, , 
with.the support _of hardcopy .reports.,printed..near„the_; 
stations. 

It is at these closeouts that the accountability masses of 
items are established. The measurement of a container and 
its contents are declared "signature weights", and the net 
mass of the process material is determined from that 
signature weight and the tare weights of any containers 
included. That net weight is entered into the Item Table of 
the database, and the computed composition of the item (the 
ISOZ file) is normalized to that mass. At later times during 
operations weights are taken of the same containers and 
compared with the signature weight to help confirm the 
identity of the container and to assure no tampering has 
occurred. 

Hardcopy reports from process operations are printed 
automatically at closeouts. Transfer forms are printed at the 
beginning of each zone-to-zone transfer both as an aid to 
operations and for signature approvals. Mass-balance and 
MC&A inventories are triggered from a terminal session. 

During transfers, input and procedural errors are logged 
into the database as failed steps in the transfer. 

In most cases, operations do not have to be interrupted 
if the MTG computers are not available. The MTG System 
is not a safety system; responsibility for compliance with 
criticality safety and other Facility rules lies primarily with 
the operators. Operations can continue with the required 
data being collected off-line on forms provided for this 
purpose. When the MTG System is again available, UNIX 
scripts and the manual forms provide a means to "catch up" 
by running the appropriate MTG Tasks after the actual 
events. 

At several points in the process, calculations are used 
to model parts or all of an accountable item. 

1. The initial estimates of fission product inventories are j 
computed from Bur hup calculations and are, for the! 
most part, carried throughout the entire process. 

„_. 2. Before closeouts and when weights are not yet; 
available, calculational models of certain operations: 
provide masses that are used to assure compliance with 
criticality safety rules. 

3. After weight data become available, compositions at 
closeouts are adjusted to reflect the measured weights. 

4,. ..The modeling of the Element Chopper is a calculation! 
which uses chop-position data and the one-dimensional j 
ISOZ files describing fuel elements to define and! 
separate fuel-bearing process material streams from the \ 
element hardware (i.e. clad) streams. j 

5. The composition of the Electrbrefiher pools and the] 
cathodes produced are currently being computed off- [ 
line and provided to the MTG System as ISOZ files, j 

6. The modeling of the. Cathode. Processor uses a; 
relatively simple element-by-element table of splits to; 
define the compositions of the output ingot, distillate [ 
and holdup. • 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 

The MTG System is currently on-line and in use at FCF^ 
and has been collecting data since late in 1993. Major,: 
additional work is still to be done in some peripheral areas; 
of the operations. 
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